Quality Laundry Equipment To Fit Your Needs
In an effort to provide for the needs of all our customers, we are proud to offer
you access to high quality garment finishing equipment from Leonard
Automatics, Inc. Their tradition has always been to build better products with
better materials, and engineered with customer operations in mind.
ImageK Mini Series
ImageK Mini Series is perfect for large retail dry-cleaning,
formal wear and smaller industrial facilities. It utilizes a straight
through stainless steel screw conveyor that allows for easy
loading directly onto the conveyor without the need of any
auto-loading devices and unloads automatically onto a
garment storage rail. It is available in either gas or steam heat.

ImageK Series
The big brother of the Mini, the ImageK Series
finisher is a high capacity straight through tunnel
finisher ideally sized for customers in the heavy OPL
to light industrial market segment. Just like all
Leonard tunnels, The Image® Series is fully modular
and can be either steam or gas heated.

VisionK Series
The VisionK Series is a “U-turn” style tunnel that significantly
increases production over a straight through finishers. Sized for
large industrial laundries, the VisionK is able to maintain the
highest capacity needed by the very largest laundries. Add to this
the patented simple additionK modular design, and the VisionK
is the last tunnel you will ever need to buy.

TransporterK Conveyor
The TransporterK is the only upright pendant conveyor
composed entirely of stainless steel and designed specifically
for operation within a tunnel finisher. The high tensile strength
allows for greater work loads, and it has been designed to be
a direct replacement for many existing systems.

Slant Table & Hanger Stands
Ergonomically friendly hangering stations will help your
production staff work faster and work happier. The height
adjustable table and hangering stands brings the work to
the right height to minimize stress on the worker.

